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METHODS:

The annual incidence of Oesophageal adenocarcinoma(EAC) 

amongst Barrett’s Oesophagus (BE) patients varies from 0.3% to 

0.6% .Several studies suggest a modest effect of surveillance 

programs on EAC mortality. So there is a need to develop a more 

cost effective approach for BE surveillance .The new European 

Society of Gastroenterology (ESGE) guidelines published in 2017 

have extended the surveillance intervals for non-dysplastic short 

segment (SSBE) to 5years and long segment BE(LSBE) to 3 years.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the past practice to see how 

many Oesophagogastroscopy (OGD)  slots can be saved by 

adopting ESGE 2017 guidelines.

RESULTS:

By adopting and adhering to new ESGE 2017 guidelines we can 

reduce our surveillance workload by half to a third on average 

in a similar cohort over 9 years.

All patients who underwent gastroscopy for Barrett’s Surveillance 

in 2013 in Beaumont Hospital for non-dysplastic BE (NDBE) were 

reviewed for this study. Data was retrieved from electronic data 

base and was recorded prospectively from time of diagnosis of BE.  

Cumulative Patient years (PY) follow up and total OGDs performed 

were recorded. Patients with known Dysplasia at index endoscopy 

were excluded. If incident dysplasia was diagnosed during 

surveillance, subsequent OGDs were excluded from the analysis.  

Actual procedure numbers performed were compared to 

hypothetical numbers if ESGE guidelines had been followed to 

determine unnecessary procedure utilization.

Reference code 20S133

N %age

Barrett’s length < 3cm 43 61.4%

>3cm 27 38.6%

Dysplasia Present 6 8.6%

Absent 64 91.4%

Prague 

Classification

Documented 26 37.1%

Not documented 44 62.9%

Hiatus hernia Present 31 44.3%

Absent 39 55.7%

PPI Use Yes 59 84.3%

No 11 15.7

Barrett’s 

Length
N

Years

Mean

OGD

Mean

Ideal 

mean OGD 

per 

patient

ESGE 2017

< 3cm 43 9.26 5.49
1.85

>3cm 27 9.81 6.48 3.27

Total 70 9.47 5.87

In total, 70 patients (Male n=51, Mean age74) with non 

dysplastic BE underwent surveillance OGD in 2013.  In SSBE 

cohort, cumulative Follow up was 398 Patient years (Mean 

follow up 9.2 y), total OGDs =236 with mean annual number of 

OGDs at 1.68 per patient, a three-fold increase based on ESGE 

guidelines.  No incident dysplasia was detected in the SSBE 

cohort.  

In LSBE cohort, cumulative Follow up was 258 Patient years 

(Mean follow up 9.8 y), total OGDs =177 with mean annual 

number of OGDs at 1.5 per patient, a two-fold increase based 

on ESGE guidelines.  Five cases of incident dysplasia (four LGD, 

one HGD) was detected in the LSBE cohort.  
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Variables of interest collected for this study are shown in table below


